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BIRC Redevelopment Survey Summary 

1. Select your MOST preferred site? Required
Multi Choice | Skipped: 0 | Answered: 642 (100%)

Answer choices Percent Count

Ackerly Avenue (current site) 17.76% 114

Churchill Reserve 26.32% 169

Barkly Street 55.92% 359

Total 100.00% 642

2. Select your SECOND most preferred site? Required
Multi Choice | Skipped: 0 | Answered: 642 (100%)

Answer choices Percent Count

Ackerly Avenue (current site) 37.85% 243

Churchill Reserve 29.60% 190

Barkly Street 32.55% 209

Total 100.00% 642
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3. Select your LEAST preferred site? Required 
Multi Choice | Skipped: 0 | Answered: 642 (100%) 

 

Answer choices Percent Count 

Ackerly Avenue (current site) 45.17% 290 

Churchill Reserve 39.56% 254 

Barkly Street 15.26% 98 

Total 100.00% 642 
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5. What is your age group? Required 
Multi Choice | Skipped: 0 | Answered: 642 (100%) 

 

Answer choices Percent Count 

Under 12 0.78% 5 

13-18 2.65% 17 

19-25 6.39% 41 

26-35 19.16% 123 

36-45 25.70% 165 

46 - 55 20.72% 133 

56 - 65 13.71% 88 

65 10.90% 70 

Total 100.00% 642 
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6. If you are a parent or carer, how old are the children you care for? Required Multi Choice | Skipped: 

255 | Answered: 387 (60.3%) 

 

Answer choices Percent Count 

0-5 30.49% 118 

6-12 44.96% 174 

13-18 31.01% 120 

18 20.16% 78 
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7. Where do you live? Required 
Multi Choice | Skipped: 0 | Answered: 642 (100%) 

 

Answer choices Percent Count 

Benalla 85.20% 547 

Rural Township 13.40% 86 

Visitor 1.40% 9 

Total 100.00% 642 
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8. How often do you use the current Benalla Indoor Recreation Centre? Required 
Multi Choice | Skipped: 0 | Answered: 642 (100%) 

 

Answer choices Percent Count 

Weekly 34.27% 220 

Monthly 6.23% 40 

A few times a year 34.11% 219 

Never 25.39% 163 

Total 100.00% 642 
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9. What existing local sporting facilities do you use? 
Multi Choice | Skipped: 61 | Answered: 581 (90.5%) 

 

Answer choices Percent Count 

Benalla Indoor Recreation Centre (BIRC) 48.02% 279 

Lawn Tennis and Croquet Club 14.97% 87 

Benalla Gardens Tennis 12.91% 75 

Benalla Gardens Oval 31.67% 184 

Benalla Showgrounds and Recreation Reserve 46.47% 270 

Churchill Recreation Reserve 51.81% 301 

Benalla Golf Club 30.12% 175 

YMCA Swimming pools 53.53% 311 

Other 13.25% 77 
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10. What sport or recreation activities do you or your family participate in? Multi Choice | Skipped: 

47 | Answered: 595 (92.7%) 

 

 
Answer choices Percent Count  

Basketball 42.02% 250 

Badminton 11.26% 67 
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Netball 35.97% 214 

 

 
Squash / Racquetball 9.08% 54  

Little Athletics 10.59% 63 

Table Tennis 4.71% 28 

Lifeball 2.18% 13 

Pickleball 0.67% 4 

Hockey 8.07% 48 

AFL Football 39.66% 236 

Gymnastics 5.55% 33 

Soccer 7.23% 43 

Cricket 15.63% 93 

Swimming 46.39% 276 

Walking / Running 57.14% 340 

Other 15.80% 94 
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11. What activities or facilities would you, or people in your household, like to see offered at an indoor sporting and recreation venue 

in Benalla? 
Multi Choice | Skipped: 72 | Answered: 570 (88.8%) 

 

 
Answer choices Percent Count  

Basketball and Wheelchair Basketball 60.88% 347 

Badminton 39.47% 225 

Netball 54.91% 313 
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 Squash / Racquetball 35.26% 201  

Table Tennis 33.33% 190 

Lifeball 22.28% 127 

Pickleball 28.42% 162 

Gymnastics 35.44% 202 

Futsal (Indoor Soccer) 32.11% 183 

Active Seniors Programs 45.44% 259 

School Holiday Programs 58.07% 331 

Meeting Rooms for hire 40.18% 229 

Community Kitchen 40.18% 229 

None, I wouldn't use the facility 2.28% 13 

Other 10.53% 60 

   

12. Would you like to be contacted with future updates or involved in upcoming consultation opportunities? 
Required 
Multi Choice | Skipped: 0 | Answered: 642 (100%) 

 

Answer choices Percent Count 

Yes 42.99% 276 

No 57.01% 366 

Total 100.00% 642 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
Closest option to city centre, this will help support the local eateries and shopping outlets. This site is an 
eyesore and needs to be utilised. 
Least impact on residents. Seems a good use of a currently abandoned site.It would be a terrible waste 
of useful and valued outdoor space to build on Churchill Reserve. 
Barkly site is preferred because it is central to all sporting users needs. There is nothing else being 
done with this site. It has more space than other sites to add to. It's a win win for Benalla. 
Because Barkly street is currently unused and has no other purpose. Would be stupid and a waste of 
money, resources and uproot existing clubs/social groups to go to Churchill Reserve. Current site floods 
10 times a year. 
Barkley street seems like the perfect place as it’s currently like wasted space. The current sites flooding 
issues makes it a silly spot to put a new building and Churchill is currently used for other activity’s 
Easy parking. 
Close to shops and restaurants/cafes 
Options to expand and utilise an unused area. 
Most importantly, this site has all major services in place for development,  its right in the middle of town 
and sits above flood levels. Barkly Street could easily be opened back up by removing some of the most 
recent buildings on the site to make the whole site easily accessible!! 
Close to town, large site, existing nature that can be incorporated into the development, each access to 
local businesses. 
Central. Good parking. Other two locations are flood prone / used for other recreational activities without 
a lot of space or parking.  
Barkley Street makes the most sense, as it is closer to the CBD, and this will help local  businesses. 
This is a MASSIVE opportunity to help our town to keep business's open. People don't want to have to 
get in their car and drive away from the sport venue to buy food. 
It is in such close proximity to the CBD, that people can walk down the street to shop our business's, 
and buy coffee or lunch etc 
Churchill is already a great open grass area. Please don’t change it 
I believe it would be a great way to transform the site from something that needs serious attention to a 
brand new stadium. 
The old High school site is now an eyesore. The Education Department is allowing it to slowly 
disintegrate. They must be forced to reinstate by dismantling or maintaining to be safe including security 
eg reinstatement of disused mines. The grant allows Council to redevelop the site. The education 
department needs to gift the site to Council or pay for the site to be fixed not just left abandoned 
Bartley Street appears to have the largest amount of land and therefore the centre size would not have 
to be restricted. The street is wide and could take extra foot and vehicle traffic. And there would be land 
for a adequate carpark. 
The Barkly St site's long period of disuse & current lack of purpose for the community could be turned 
into an advantage. Being in a residential area makes it easily accessible to the Community. The 
redevelopment of the site has the potential to transform it into a valuable asset such as a Community 
Hub Aligning with the growing demand for accessible community spaces and wellbeing of residents 
Better situated plenty of room for parking and very central 
Not prone to flooding.Make use of current government land whilst proving an additional indoor sporting 
venue. Indoor cricket training nets would be awesome!!!! 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
This hole area is not being used. Buildings dilapidated and damaged. Need to be replaced. What better 
place and area for a recreational area. Plenty of space for building and car parking Central for everyone 
Walking driving and riding bikes. Area needs to be utilised 
An opportunity to do something with the currently unused and neglected site.  Planning and design 
should also address the entire precinct of the former High School. 
David and Wendy Hall 
Churchill reserve is on a tip and has very busy roads 
Barkly st is currently not being used and already has access roads 
It would be good to repurpose this site 
Well the old P12 site isn’t getting used atm so it’s a waste of property. The site will be a big open space 
once the old buildings are demolished. So it’s a perfect spot. 
Barkly Street has so much potential and a much larger area to build, extend, maintain and car parks 
Barkly street has access to Main Street and businesses. Plenty of parking. Easy access to and from 
with the current street infrastructure. Minimal impact on community. 
Churchill reserve has dangerous intersections- Clarke /bridge etc. Too far from main street/businesses 
and accommodation. 
Ackerly - flood, out dated, poor parking, dangerous intersections etc 
Plenty of space, unused space going to waste 
It would be great to see Barkly used and really improve the access to town for families visiting for 
sporting events. Hopefully bring some more money into town businesses. 
We would love the ability to train at a minimum for hockey and be able to safely encourage new families 
to get involved in hockey in Benalla. Current facilities are unsafe and turn people away from the sport. 
I picked barkly Street because it would be good to have something operational in place of a closed 
down school 
Close to city centre. Shops, big area for parking and trees around that can be used.No chance of 
flooding every time the river comes up. 
Benalla Hockey Club position is for Barkly, as a synthetic hockey field can't be built at Churchill due to 
subsidence, it won't fit at Ackerley.  
Consultation must include ALL sporting groups in Benalla to identify and prioritise all needs, to create a 
truly inclusive, planned and forward-thinking sporting area for the community. Squash is essential. What 
other venues are possible Equestrian area? 
Benalla Hockey Club position is for Barkly, as a synthetic hockey field can't be built at Churchill due to 
subsidence and won't fit at Ackerley. 
Barkly Street site is close to CBD, railway station, ample parking within site & on street + a dedicated 
bus parking area used when a school 
The location, easily accessed by locals/visitors and not encroaching on a large residential area 
A great opportunity to further develop a derelict site 
Does not flood, an ideal site for emergency refuge 
Waller/Clarke St not suited to increased traffic 
Barkley is a bigger site currently unused and a wasted piece of land, there is plenty of room for parking 
and people can walk down to the shops when tournaments are on and spend their money in town.  
Churchill bad site lack of parking and would need roads upgraded as there are many accidents in the 
area now.  
Ackley avenue is bad due to flood zone 
Good to see the old Dunlop campus being utilised. 
Area is not subject to frequent flooding. 
Fairly central in town. 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
Central in the town. Would revitalise a site that is not used and have less detrimental impact on the 
surroundings than Churchill. Easy access to shops, cafes etc when used for tournaments. 
The Barkly St site is central with plenty of parking.  
The site at the moment is currently in disrepair and an eyesore in the CBD  
The old High School building could be repaired and incorporated into the new building as it is of 
historical significance  
It’s is also close to the Avon St campus of the Benalla P-12 college which would enable easy access for 
use of the facility for the students 
A building of this size would be better suited to barkly street. Most definitely not Church Hill Reserve and 
why not where it is. 
This location is within walking distance to main street, this will generate more traction in town to local 
businesses when events occur 
The proposed site needs to be utilised and not left to rot.  It is a central location and has a lot of options 
for parking, close to shops etc and the least amount of preparation required to build. 
Less impact on existing sporting clubs. 
Minimal disruption to current user groups, site improvement, minimal flood risk. 
Close to the CBD and great for kids. 
Barkly Street end of town never floods and it's central to town centre and walking distance to everything. 
Churchstreet still loads a little bit but not as much risk as ackerly street. 
And why would you put the stadium back in the same spot to have the same risks present them serve 
and we would still have the same problems we are having now . 
Barkly Street is the preferred site and best option because the other two options have flaws, like 
Churchill doesn’t need updating currently there is plenty of use at the dog park, hockey and netball 
courts. Ackerly Avenue would be a waste of money due to the flooding every year.  
Barkly Street is in a great, accessible location, close to majority of Main Street. 
you have land at Barkly street isn’t being used. churchill is used for so many things like school sports it’s 
a large area used for schools. Barkly street waste away.  
- Barkly is in the centre of town 
- there’s plenty or room for parking  
- not going to be disturbing locals residents 
Least impact on residents.  
Barkly St site connects easy access  with the shopping precinct and central location. 
Churchill site is a loss of vital green space ( town needs more not less) that  will impact on future 
residents and adds to traffic issues around Clarke, Margaret and Waller Sts. 
Churchill comes at the loss of existing outdoor sporting fields, ackerly Avenue is flood's.... barkly st is an 
area that would benefit from development. Proximity to main St would see more economic benefit to the 
town from tournaments run at the centre. 
Would be fantastic to see Barkly Street used again & is so central for shops etc 
Bring Barkly street useable again & to stop the vandalism at the same time. Suits all the users to with 
regards to food outlets etc 
The school site is not been used. It is central in Benalla & a good location. So new facilities there would 
be wonderful. 
It is a more central location and does not remove existing sporting facilities such as the Little Athletics 
track. 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
This site is centrally located and would provide a great site for the town. Churchill reserve is not ideal as 
we already have sporting bodies using this facility  What happens to the Little Athletics club? 
Barkly St site is unoccupied, no need to liaise with any other tenants, and will shortly be managed by 
Council. Lots of land to work with. Residents have been used to similar traffic when school was there, 
unlike Churchil reserve area that will experience major increase in traffic. Just the most logical choice. 
Barkley St would enhance and BENEFIT OUR CBD BUSINESS and MAKE USE OF A LONG TERM 
DEAD SPACE.. 
Churchill would use a much need GREEN SPACE for that end of town questioning traffic congestion 
around the area and ???soundness of site to build. 
Ackerly Avenue prone to continued FLOODING - major issue and can it accommodate additional sports 
and parking 
Currently unused. Plenty of space for stadium and parking with minimal impact on surrounding 
residences.  Not subject to flooding. Fairly central for access by car, foot or bike, scooter etc 
Location 
Barkley street does not flood 
Churchill is on an old dump site 
Stop wasting good money after bad in flood zone or an old dump site. 
 It’s not rocket science 
Doesn't interfere with existing activities and has space required 
Because Churchill takes out to many current sport communities if you want the stadium to be large 
enough to be decent and the current venue is a bad area when it rains and I think the Barkly st would be 
best because it’s making something that doesn’t get used into something that’s one of the best things in 
town when it is built there 
The Barkly site is currently not in use and has a great location suitable to many. It will not flood 
(otherwise will be much less likely to flood).  
The other two sites will either flood or take away other sporting opportunities that the town currently 
uses such as the athletics and netball. 
Barkly St enables re-use of a former "public use" site, and enables people from Benalla East to have 
ready access to new green space whilst not depriving Churchill users of existing limited active and 
passive green space.   
Ackerley Ave redevelopment could be managed to avoid the claimed adverse impacts noted in the site 
assessment. 
Ackerley Ave is best for access, then Barkly, then Churchill. 
It is unused space that isn’t impacted by floods 
Its central and will help revitalise the town centre 
It’s away from flooding, plus the site needs to be utilised and it’s very central 
A new facility is desperately needed for all levels of activities, for all age groups 
Preferably the Barkley st site as it is currently abandon and a waste. Churchill is currently being utilised 
and traffic would need to drive down residential streets to access the venue when events on. Barkly 
street has access to the Main Street and all the facilities that visitors from out of town go looking for 
such as food and drink. 
Close to Main Street, good parking options, sad looking unused land. Would be nice to see some 
movement there again. 
Current site has incurred significan flooding,  poor parking and I feel is inconvenient for transport. 
Barkly St is central, less prone to flood damage. 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
Seems an ideal area with plenty of room for future development of other sports and community based 
interests and the trees and parking is a big plus 
Closure to Main Street where participants can go down the street and enjoy local businesses.  
The area needs something done to it. It shouldn’t be residential. It will allow an opportunity for the use of 
the grounds for sport’s participants or just a place for local residents to go and walk around and do 
some own exercise  
More room for parking etc 
I don’t think it would disturb local residents 
Central location  
Less prone to flood damage 
Closer to the centre of town. Will have the shops bussling 
More room - less traffic in that area and a waisted block of land 
Ideal. Middle of the Town. Big enough site with car parking.  Going to waste.  Would make a wonderful 
landmark centre. 
So much potential, no issue with flooding and having to have the stadium shut for weeks/months at a 
time. Great location for the Main Street. 
Great for the towns economy being central. Uses up a very big wasted space in the middle of town. Its a 
win win, and i live close buy and may be affected parking wise but im still voting for this site. 
Its an unused area with good parking. Close to the Main Street so local businesses can get some 
benefit. 
No interruptions to the current activities and also a flood-free site. 
Within walking distance of the CBD 
Opportunity to provide ample parking without impacting on local streets 
Noise impact on the local neighbourhood will not be as great as a development on Churchill reserve but 
less than Ackerly Ave  
Doesn't  impact on green space which is becoming reduced with every development in Benalla  the new 
building would have a similar footprint to the existing buildings 
Makes sense being in centre of town and road network. 
There is room to develop, not taking over existing sporting clubs, more parking as there are more 
tournaments, away from homes 
Barkly street site is central and offers the opportunity to develop this other wise in unused land. It offers 
the opportunity for a complete community hub of activities. 
Make use of a derelict space. Ackerley avenue is a terrible corner with a lack of safe car parking. 
This site is the central to everyone. 
It was not a tip. 
It is by far the best site for a development like this. 
Wasted space at the moment that’s less likely to be flood damaged than the existing site 
Barkly street is a fantastic opportunity to provide a venue that has plenty of room, services already 
connected, is in a flood free zone, very accessible and already has connection to the community.  It 
would be also great to combine this area with other community groups such Creative arts, yoga, martial 
art and other community clubs. 
It’s no longer in use. 
Need a position for multipurpose stadium, not in flood zone area 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
I think that Barkley Street is the preferred site because it is central and we should utilise the old school 
site for the Community of Benalla. There would be plenty of parking spaces available. Also it would not 
get flooded! 
Location, current infrastructure & will have its own identity. Not crowded & fighting for space like 
Churchill 
Barkley site is close to town services, lots of space for parking and would be a good use of space, 
football club could use old stadium area to build new club rooms and Churchill already has lots of clubs 
and limited parking. 
Plenty of parking already partially developed and has all services connected 
it make the most sense having the infrastructure already there that only needs to upgraded. the 
potential for growth & use by a broader community for mutli activities indoor & out door. 
As it’s not currently being utilised and needs to be utilised ideal for a purpose built stadium and that 
leaves the old stadium to be used when tournaments are on . 
Barkly street is easy access, close to town and looks like the best option. 
Ackerly ave least preferred due to natural flood events. Chruchill (CR) is built on a known tip site with 
user groups noting that subsidence occurring regularly. CR is one of the last public green spaces for 
south west residence. What sports facilities will be lost if built on CR? Leaving Barkly as the only viable 
option in my opinion with no impact to current sporting clubs during construction. 
Utilising space that at the moment seems to have no purpose/function.    Churchill already has many 
user groups. 
Does not seem to have a purpose at the moment. 
it is so central, close to all shopping places 
Opportunity to create new site for sports in Benalla  
Can be built upon with add ons in the future where the other locations are space limited 
I attended the Community Consultation session at Ackerly St last night where several attendees asked 
very relevant questions. To my dismay one person was berated by Cr Hearne and called a LIAR in front 
of those present. So much for consultation process. 
 
To truly engage with the community, training in communication skills would be a good starting point. 
 
A sad day for Benalla all round. 
It’s a pitty it can’t be build near the pool and it all together, but barkly st site looks terrible and more 
centralized 
The size of the land allows for future development with other sporting activities, walking distance to 
shops in between competitions and for general tourism for the town, copious parking space, wide 
streets surrounding location, the zone is a mix of commercial and residential, easy to locate off main 
road, would beautify the much neglected land, best option by far! 
I don't believe the other two sites are big enough for the project Churchill may be at a push 
Large spaces on Main Street 
Barkly street is close to town centre for visitors to be able to easily spend money in town on food and 
maybe in the shops. Barkly street is currently falling apart and deserves a new lease of life. 
Barkly isn’t currently being used by other sporting clubs it’s a huge area being wasted and it’s very 
central to town. 
Doesn’t flood, plenty of parking 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
Location to town centre and use or derelict land.  
Already existing infrastructure to support primary activity in the facility. 
Maintain current green a re footprint of town. 
Existing site with no current use, central location, potential for other complementary site 
uses/development opportunities as a larger precinct. 
Was not affected by 1993 floods, site currently in disrepair- this would be a better use of land. Hopefully 
keep the historic original Benalla High building. 
Concern of what would happen to Little Athletic facilities if you put the stadium on their oval- this oval is 
also used by all l9cal schools for their athletics carnivals 
Barkly Street won’t impact current sporting facilities. Currently it’s a site not in use. 
There are a number of disengaged students who attend school on the Barkly Street site. They would 
feel so proud to have a stadium close by, they also currently have zero areas to play games and sports. 
Currently they play sport in a car port at their school! Students have regularly asked the school for a half 
court however there’s no funding available. This would make these students so happy! 
Very accessible for all of the community, very central and the land is currently an eyesore. The other 
site options are already great and are used regularly. Barkly Street needs this building. 
Barkly street is close to Benalla Flexible Learning Centre for students who are disengaged from main 
stream schooling. 
It would be absolutely amazing to have facilities such as this, so close to the school, that does currently 
not have any sporting facilities. 
Less likely to be impacted by future flooding events in Benalla.  
Churchill site is least preferred due to it being an old landfill site & there would be significant costs 
associated with the stabilisation of the grounds to be able to support such a large building. 
Space and cleans up an eyesore 
Students from Benalla Flexible Learning have no where to play sport in winter Avon Street P/12 
students could also 
Access. We need a sporting facility on the East of town. 
Churchill is not a suitable site. It is a residential area with little to no footpaths so the large increase in 
traffic would be extremely hazardous. 
It is not being used, is located within a major residential district, and is not flood prone. Placing it on 
Churchill puts the athletics and soccer clubs at risk of closure, eliminating two sports in Benalla. 
I believe it is most central 
Barkley street has heaps of free space 
Being currently on the busy road it is, I think Barkley street would be a great location. Myself with 2 
basketballers and rep players we are quite often at the current stadium. It's quite unsafe sometimes 
waiting to turn into the stadium. 
There is plenty of space for all sorts of sports and will stop the vandals doing more damage to site. 
Close to the centre of town. Increase visitors and foot traffic to Main Street. Highly visible 
Because it’s vacant land already and will be nice to see activity in it again 
The accessibility of Barkley street to the whole of the community is far better than both other locations. 
The Barkley street site has the potential with the development of a master plan to be a great central hub 
for the community and  it would be best to have the BIRC incorporated as part of that. 
Barkly st has potential for car parking and is a Ber pretty site. 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
Central, plenty of parking in surrounding streets, if events are held there (example basketball 
tournament), families are able to easily walk into CBD to access town facilities. Makes use of a current 
unoccupied location which could be developed without disturbing the user groups of the other 
suggested locations. Could be used as an emergency management/evacuation facility if ever required. 
Barkly location is close to the town centre. Users will find it attractive to use other businesses within the 
CBD when attending events at this site. Proximity to the CBD means there would be less impact to 
residents from increased traffic.  
Proximity to the Train Station, and access to local buses increases accessibility. 
Higher ground and a large area enough for parking facilities. No point ackerly ave floods and Churchill 
will be too cramped 
More space and higher ground  parking 
Barkley Street would be a great space for a Sports and Rec Centre. It has great proximity to the main 
street (especially important for sporting days with travelling teams looking for food). I also think that 
some of the campus would be a great new Senior Citz Centre, which would leave the site next to the 
skate park as a perfect spot for a youth drop-in centre or youth cafe (eg Retro Lane Albury). 
Unused area in the center of town. This option doesn’t affect residential areas. 
Parking, above flood level of current site, less competition in area (other sites may have other events 
happening causing traffic congestion and Parking issues) 
Plenty of parking 
It is an unused space that is just sitting there rotting away, why not turn it into something the community 
can enjoy. 
May as well do something with the old school site as it's a bit of an eye sore and will just get vandalised 
I choose my preferred site because it's close to the middle of town with plenty of parking around 
This area needs to be turned into something for the children instead Of abandon place. And this would 
be close to home for my child. 
Ease of access and walking distance to town centre for visitors to Benalla. 
Goorambat needs a basketball court
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
Barkly St is an eyesore for benalla and could use an new building put there. It's close to the main St so 
kids can walk there and there is plenty of room for parking 
Making use of unused land.  
Ease of access 
It’s out of a flood plain, has the land mass for what’s needed with adequate land for parking. Monies 
would not be wasted in soil testing. 
Because it is wasted space it is close to small business of Benalla promoting local eating and close to 
maccas and kfc safer for unsupervised kids to eat during competitions. It won’t stop current sports 
groups from performing 
I feel that it is an easy assessable spot and also close to town for when sporting events happen. This 
location has a stadium you could also potentially build on from and also plenty of parking available. 
More central location, better access with less impact on surrounding residents. 
Flood free, plenty of room, not poaching existing open playing space (as at Churchill reserve) 
It’s in a good spot more central 
Such a large unused site with plenty of space and more room for parking without traffic issues ona busy 
intersection like the current site .. 
Barkly st is the most central location. A sports complex here will have further reaching economic 
benefits as visiting people attending sporting events can easily access the cbd and spend money at 
local businesses. 
Not flood effected and close to the Main Street and large retail outlets. 
Close to town amenities 
Barkley street is a great location, and will develop the neglected site. New facilities will also help local 
businesses with the accessibility to main st 
 
Ackerly is flood zone and we know the issues with that. If you were to rebuild there a whole new site 
would have to be construct and extra 3 metres of car park underneath stadium above.  
Churchill is a tip zone - no way should it go there.. 
It is the only site that will not considerably impact other sporting clubs or local residents. What space will 
this take from Little Athletics, Soccer, Netball & Hockey clubs. You just spent money erecting a fenced 
dog park. Will this be impacted by the build?  
Please use the space in Barkly Street, which is currently falling into disrepair & improve the overall 
aesthetic of our town. 
Big parcel of land, access from main roads, room to add on into future.  
Too much flood risk at ackerly ave. 
In the middle of town. All major services are already on the site. The building which was built over 
Barkly St could easily be demolished opening up Barkly St once again which would be great for access. 
I work in the water sector and if Benalla is to flood in future years to come the Ackerly street site would 
be impacted. Insurances etc would be costly.  
 
Barkly street presents the best location - close enough to shops and small businesses to benefit directly 
from those attending the venue.  
 
Churchill is a safe option but is in a residential area. 
Closer to town centre supporting local stores. 
Would be using underutilised land. 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
Central position. Current building in state of disrepair. Government owned land, need to be put to use by 
the community 
Central location. 
Because of the reduce risk of flooding,  
Closer to main shopping precinct,  
To be able to use a currently unused site into a Benalla asset for the community. 
Barkly street would be good facility to utilise as it is currently not being used and an eyesore. Also plenty 
of room for development without impacting current facilities being used by various community groups 
already. A lot more room for car parks ect. 
Just seems like it would have the space to for a new rec centre and is a reasonable spot for a new 
sporting hub development site 
Makes sense to me this way 
Barkley street is just waisting away and looks like an isore  
So it would be great to make the area look decent again 
So we can have somewhere to use while it is being built 
The vacant lot in Barkly has been idle for long time so better to utilise it and develop. 
Convenient access and more central in the town. 
Barkly street is a great location and easily accessible. Ackerly Ave is not easily accessible and it floods 
Lots of potential for parking on a currently unused site. Ackerly ave has been a beautiful location but 
with climate change in full effect, I fear flooding will continue to affect the area. 
It is away from the floods. Ackerly avenue is an area which is prone to flooding. Churchill reserve 
currently has netball courts, which are rundown and old, but if you remove these courts & the grass for 
soccer, I am concerned they will not be replaced. Barkly street is run down & an eye sore for the 
community. It is in an area which is easily accessible. 
Barkly st is centrally located, walking distance to the main Street and food venues, higher chance of 
more money being spent in town. 
Barkly Street already has ample parking & a good base & it would be great to see this space that’s no 
longer used actually utilised for something. 
Not in flood zone and perfect site that is going to waste 
New site allows for no demolition of current site.  
Which will give benalla multiple indoor rec centres. 
To make use of a unused site which is deteriorating very quickly and is an eye sore for the current 
residents in the area. Some facilities are already present at Barkly street which may need construction 
to fix.  
Brings/maintains a sporting facility on the East side of town. Plenty of room for car parking on site and in 
other streets surrounding the complex. Room for other sports facilities later. 
Because I live across from Churchill and don’t want to look at a huge building every day! Why take away 
a great oval that is used for for all different things when you have other perfectly good locations with 
parking options?  
Main concern is there is no parking in Waller Street. 
Good use of a large piece of land. Central. Plenty of options for parking. Near town. 
Ability to host increased parking on site. Room for double basketball/netball court on site. 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
Because Barkly Street needs to be re commissioned. 
 
The site is within walking distance to town centre and the main shopping strip which will help local 
business grow. 
I think parking is a big thing to think about. Some families bring caravan campers to save on 
accommodation.  accommodating more parking and making it safer for families to cross the road as the 
current site is on 2 busy roads. 
Better location - more accessibility less likely to have flooding 
Great location, plenty of room, area going to waste and isn’t used. 
Barkly St sits unused and is currently a wasted space. It would make sense to repurpose the site as a 
community space. 
Utilise unused land. Opportunity and space to expand in future. Room for car parking 
Because it is an open space that no one is currently using. It would be a prime opportunity to have 
unused land go to good use. 
Location 
Location to town 
Location 
Centre of town close to schools 
Central 
Not being used; Ability to build new facilities, free from flood damage. Site has large amount of space to 
accommodate all indoor court sports and required facilities needed for all abilities to access and room 
for parking.  
Church Street; there is no area that is not used by other sports requiring different courts. There already 
is not enough parking space. 
Ackerly; heavy flood zone. Limited park 
Churchill reserve is not big enough to facilitate a building and remain intact. 
It’s central location with a lot more room and more parking oops 
It’s also closer to eateries and accommodation when tournaments are on 
The old Benalla High School site should be utilised and the original facade retained. It’s a building that 
has enormous significance to the community. Benalla Council need to preserve these buildings and 
adapt it for 
Community use, while maintaining the character. It’s a public building suitable for community use again. 
Doesn’t appear to have flooding issues. 
Near to schools and houses that need facilities close by. 
I think it would be good to have something nice at Barkly street. It looks sad at the moment 
Large site with access to allow lots of parking 
Ackerly Avenue gets flood damage too often. It is a great location, but for this problem. Need ample 
parking however, and churchhill reserve is already developed enough. It's nice to have that open space, 
and relatively quiet for all the houses around it. So Barkly is the only option left.. 
Put the old campus to good use 
Great location 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
My preferred site is Barkly. Its close to the centre of town. The site is currently unused and is not prone 
to flooding like Ackerly. Benalla needs to retain an athletics ground which is currently Churchill reserve. 
Barkly will have adequate parking, is close to all shops, accommodation needs of visitors using the 
facility and is simply a great location that is currently in need of redevelopment. 
Perfect location and size for all aspects. Parking, building size and ease of traffic movement around the 
area when it's busy. Would be nice to see the area functional again 
Plenty of room, doesn’t flood.  
Room for parking. 
I think the location to shops is good distance which would make it easy for people attending sports there 
to call into and boost the economy of Benalla businesses. I also think it's an eyesore and a waste of 
space. I've lived in Benalla since 2018 and it's only getting more derelict the longer it sits vacant. 
Remediating a central old college site will bring more people to the CBD providing an economic benefit 
to the nearby shops, cafes and amenities.  
Parking already exists & it is also much closer to train and bus main routes than the Churchill site. 
I believe it's a future proof site too as the old school buildings would be an excellent way to link into 
other types of facilities/services. 
No brainer.  DOESN’T FLOOD, location, large area/space and revamps a currently very ugly, derelict 
and unsafe site. 
Every day I look at the old High school just sitting there... So much unused potential 
A very large site out the flood area currently not being used with good parking options and close to main 
road. Would also be great for those nearby. 
My greatest concern is the potential of flooding to the existing site, whereas Barkly St is an unused site 
which is close to amenities, so benefiting the township with families having easier access to food etc 
within walking distance. 
Barkly street would be the ideal location, the size of the site would allow for a large facillity with enough 
room for parking to match. 
In addition to this it is only a short walk down bridge street for attendees to get to our shopping district. 
There is a future opportunity with the Barkly site to repurpose/reuse existing buildings to provide 
coworking and flexible community spaces, exhibition space, cafe, emergency refuge that is central to 
the CBD. Moving the BIRC to this site is converting a currently derelict unused site into an active one. 
It's closer to the train station for public transport than Churchill Reserve. 
It is a central location to Benalla’s CBD with plenty of parking and existing infrastructure. 
The old high school deserves to be made into something great again ! 
Would be good to have such a good resource for the community in the CBD and out of a flood prone 
area. 
Unused site and a shame to see it in its current  state of disrepair. Central area of town and with less 
flood risk than other potential sites. A great option. 
Great location for everyone to get to. Run down part of town that needs work done on it. 
Central, currently under utilised and not in a flood zone. 
Land needs to be developed there is also potential to use existing infrastructure 
the site already has the basic bones for a recreation centre & just needs to be upgraded instead of a 
new build. It is central in town with Public transport access. There are supporting building that can be 
utilized by the broader community & community groups for various activities. More that ample parking 
and entry from many sides. The expansive outdoor area can also be used by community groups 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
Barkly street site under utilised - I personally don't feel the old school is worth preserving - flexible 
learning centre could go 2 stories if they want to expand maybe? And it would be an education 
department decision 
IN the middle of town & plenty of parking & doesn't flood 
Central location. Doesn’t flood. Large area 
Barkly St site is an eye sore, falling down and often vandalised.  
However PLEASE keep the oval greenspace at this site. It is a space used by the community daily for 
dogs, kicking the footy etc. Keeping the oval where it is would also mean that the space close to 
residential buildings is kept green whilst the new carpark and actual building could be placed at the back 
of the site away from homes. 
Because putting it in Ackerly Avenue which is a flood zone would create ongoing problems. 
I think it’s a good use of an otherwise wasted landscape. 
Easy accessibility. Walking distance to town center 
It’s a good site for a basketball stadium. 
It's central and it would be nice to revivie that central location in town. 
Old school grounds is currently unused and wasting away, this is a great opportunity for our town to 
showcase our need for progress. By putting the new stadium on this site it will have a positive flow on 
effect to local business, especially on weekends where a  tournament is being held. Ease of access to 
local shop and amenities for player and families. 
Its not being used to It's full potential.  It's central and has the most space. 
Access to town facilities and space for parking. In addition, we need to get away from flood area that 
causes issues with availability and utilisation. 
It needs to be used for something 
central location, proximity to school so they could use it also, long-term lease option, easy to find for 
out-of-towners, existing infrastructure 
Barkly Street is the most logical location. The existing buildings in use by other organisations won’t be 
affected and construction can occur immediately. It has been sitting as vacant land for years. There is 
sufficient space to build the current building planned and to one day expand if needed in the future. 
There is more space for the building, car park options and least impact on residents 
Where will the school sports be held if you slam a sports stadium  in the middle of it 
I think it's a great central location. The other two locations are already being used/utilised as sporting 
facilities and the Barkly St site has lots of unused space and decrepit buildings that need un upgrade to 
be utilised properly. 
Easy access/walking distance to CBD for visitors and locals 
It's would be good to see the site redeveloped. 
No flooding 
Activates a disused site 
Main road for visiting teams also close to accommodation options for out of towners. 
Location and accessibility 
Central 
Disused site 
Hasn’t floodef 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
Barkly street makes sense, huge block of land in the heart of town. It doesn’t flood there as it used to be 
the evacuation site.  
You could put the original Street back making Barkly Street a continuous Street as it was back in the 
day. 
It’s my preferred site 100% 
Barkly Street is currently and sadly an unused dilapidated site which desperately needs development. 
This would be ideal to make use of the site in a positive way and provide the east side of town with 
close access to a recreation facility. 
Central to shops 
Can act as evacuation centre on east side of benalla 
Never flooded  
Not on old tip. 
Large complex availability  - not in a flood affected zone. Not impacting on Churchill reserve precinct. 
Potential to get bigger ie other sport facilities.  Was already used as natural disaster relief site during 
1993 floods so out of flood zone. Just sitting unused at the moment. Will be nice to see it looking fresh 
again and not just wasted land 
More central, so would be more convenient for public transport and events to draw people in to Benalla 
I believe Barkly St would be a good area to use as not much of anything happens in that area, currently 
wasted space. Would provide good parking. Churchill is an athletics area. Soccer is played there, also 
all the schools use Churchill. 
It’s a great location and a good use of a site that is not being used. 
Construction at barkely has two main benefits, repurposing an unused site and no loss of amenity at the 
other sites. If that is not possible, then re-invigorating the old BIRC may give best bang for buck in terms 
of how many facilities can be provided in the limited budget. Churchill is least preferred due to the loss 
of the soccer field. Do what is best for us not what is easy for the architect. 
Barkly St is more central and close to amenities - fast food, supermarkets, fuel. 
Churchill Reserve is built on the old tip site which would affect the foundations of the rec centre. 
Churchill reserve was a brickworks and then a tip. This was at a time of no regulation and I believe the 
site would prove unstable over time. The Ackerly avenue site does have shortcomings with flooding but 
could be built to mitigate the effects of flooding. The Barkley st site is central and does not have the 
issues of the other two sites 
Barkly St doesn't interrupt any existing groups (None noted on statement as against the other two sites) 
It would be the start of revitalising a neglected area. Statement notes demolition of trees and buildings 
but Churchill Reserve doesn't note that or that the soccer pitch could possibly be lost. 
I class myself as a visitor but was born and raised in Benalla and return frequently. 
Barkly street is an eyesore that needs development. Churchill would lose the athletics area which is 
important for young children. 
This area is located close to CBD which would afford participants attending major sporting events 
access to food venues such as Maccas, KFC and other coffee shops. Vehicular access is good from 
several streets. Avon Primary school is close by, as is the Year 9 connect . 
Currently the site has been allowed to fall into disrepair. 
Happy to discuss face to face. 
because Churchill is important to remain a grass land field for this part of Benalla 
Current land available & ample space for parking. Mini map impact on residential. Central 
Central location and away from flood risk. 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
Because the building site is already established and would have less impact and current site is also 
established. why anyone would want to put a big building on Church Hill Reserve is beyond common 
sense. 
Seems to have the greatest potential for expansion to accommodate all sporting needs in the local area 
including parking. 
Site is going to waste, underutilized currently and in recent years. 
I believe the Barkly st site provides the best option with minimal disruption and access to all services 
such as public transport etc. will need better options than currently available for parking but would 
expect that the options would be available for this. 
Accessibility on foot, ackerly still being available to play on. Wifi accessibility would be good 
Barkly St is not used, has plenty of space and in central location. Is also getting into a dilapidated state.  
Concerned that Churchill Reserve will lose Athletic/soccer fields. Concerned about ground stability due 
to site of old tip. Ackerly ave is not an option as it is too small a site and the sporting clubs that use it 
cannot afford to have it unusable for 2 years or so while out of action. 
The current locations is prone to flooding and church hill reserve is already filled with sporting facilities. 
It’s not effecting any other sports 
Barkly St is on higher ground, would have great access, and during the redevelopment, it would cause 
minimal interuption to ongoing programs. 
It has a great location, easy to access. Minimal impact for other people, community activities. 
Need to move this facility out of flood area 
Barkly Street has adequate on street and off street parking 
Placing the BIRC at Barkly Street would provide a much need update to this precinct. 
The Barkly street  site has relatively low density traffic making it safer for users. 
Barkly Strret site is close to CBD and would attract custom for CBD business's. 
Barkly Street does not flood. 
Ackerly Avenue is on major road(s) and truck route, has dangerous entry and exit. 
Barkley Street has lots of parking space. 
Barkly Street is close to CBD, users would be attracted to shops in CBD, 
Closer to centre of town , for convenience of cafes and shopping 
Good location, plenty of parking, closer to shops for better businesses in town  
Not as residential 
Barkly St is in close proximity to the main shopping centre. 
There will probably be a significant increase in trade for these businesses when tournaments and 
special events are held at BIRC in Barkly St. 
The old school site is an eyesore. It needs to be demolished and the site used for the benefit of the 
community. 
The ECA Centre is an existing space and  could be incorporated into the project. 
Barkly St needs to be redeveloped and already has an existing stadium facility that could form part of 
the new Indoor Recreation facility. It is closer to the centre of town and has easy access and sufficient 
space for parking. It will not disrupt residential areas, unlike if the facility is built on Churchill Reserve. It 
is less flood prone than Ackerly Ave. 
More space, better parking areas, centrally located. 
The Barkly st school is an eyesore currently, and is ready for redevelopment it’s also a more central 
location. 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
Barkley St is my only preference because it is not currently used by anyone or likely in the new future.  
Churchill reserve is currently used by many people. Even though the soccer field is not currently used, 
to loose the ability in the future would be disastrous for the community. The open grass areas are a 
great asset for the people of Benalla and should not changed to a large building site. 
Good use of very large empty unutilised space that is central, and the site that would be more beneficial 
to the Benalla retail/food businesses, than other sites. 
The Barkly St. Site is central to town and would benefit local businesses in the main shopping area. The 
other two sites would require visitors to drive to the main area for cafes or other shopping. If constructed 
at Churchill Reserve what consideration would be given for the running track for Little Athletics?. The 
Barkly St. Site is under used at the moment and is a prime site for vandalism, 
Better use of the land that is just sitting idle and its access to the city centre is better than the other two 
options. 
To make use of a wasted space that is central to the town. 
Barkly street will allow continued use of the current facility until the new facilities are built. People in the 
main sporting groups that will use the new facilities like Barkly street option.New facilities at Barkly 
street would be well situated centrally in the township.Given Churchill reserve is on an old tip I think 
there could be significant soil stability & groundwater contamination issues. 
I choose this site because it close to town and has heaps of parking for people. Very easy for the public 
to get food for lunch and tea which in turn would provide a lot more back to the community.  
I dislike the idea of Churchill as you are then taking away school sports and little ath’s which is a great 
sport for the kids and gets there heads in the right space for the future 
Central location 
Potential to expand the site  
Minimal disruption to existing sporting groups during construction  
Close to cbd 
The site currently has limited use and a new centre will lift the amenity of the area 
Concerns about Churchill being in a residential area and the unknown conditions due to it previously 
being used as a tip 
Proximity to city centre, food and services. Semi central location that is  currently under-utilised. 
Potential for expansion without compromising  the aesthetics of the other two sites. Concerns of 
disturbing the cache of toxic waste contained below the Churchill reserve, a refuse site from an era of 
limited to no control of toxic chemical dumping. Ackerley Ave is a current multi-functional site. 
Because we would love an indoor hockey field and a synthetic ground can't be build at the other 2 sites! 
Central location  
Size 
Ease of access  
No disruption to existing clubs 
Existing hall could be used for indoor archery range.  It would be helpful for BRC to support a range of 
sporting clubs (not just the larger more well known) 
Close to shops driving foot traffic to businesses during competition/events  
Keep current facility at Ackerly that can be repurposed  
No disruption to the green patch at Churchill 
I’m worried about loosing the athletics track at Churchill. Will the track be moved or could the facility 
face bond street? 
Will fit a synthetic Hockey field , & would them a better chance of playing home games as the GVHA  
are not a fan of sand fields due to OHS issues 
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Benalla P-12 College Barkly Street Campus –Barkly Street; Benalla Site  
Survey Comments: 
Old school will be able to cater for a lot more sports with modifications to current buildings. Perfect 
position for access & will not be in jeopardy of flooding. 
Benalla Hockey Club position is for Barkly, as a synthetic hockey field can't be built at Churchill due to 
subsidence and won't fit at Ackerley. 
A synthetic hockey field can't be built at Churchill due to subsidence and won't fit at Ackerley. This looks 
like a massive opportunity to grow sport in Benalla so let’s choose a site that can grow the sports. 
It is more suitable for for a turf to be laid and it would beautify an area that is currently an eyesore 
Due to being outside the flood zone and a sybthetic hockey ground is really needed as that is what is 
played on in shepparton. 
‘Cause it’s really close to my house 
The Barkly St Site has been vacant for years and provides opportunities and constraints relating to 
existing heritage buildings, the ECA centre and adjoining education, residential and major retail activity. 
The site has abuttal to existing streets and in time a frontage to Sydney Rd could become available. 
This would expose the site to passing traffic creating interest in the site and activities. 
So we have a hockey field for everyone to use and enjoy. 
At the moment Benalla doesn't have a proper hockey field  
Benalla has nothing like other towns and so then other towns can come and use ours for competition. 
Benalla always has to travel to other towns as our field isn't suitable for comps. 
Churchill Reserve was a tip despite scant acknowledgement or understanding of this issue by Brands. 
Ackerley hasn't worked and has too many flood events. Barkly is central and easier for people to 
access. It's re-development is important and it is an excellent place to recreate. Heritage concerns could 
be addressed with a positive outcome and conservation of particular parts. 
An unused site close to CBD and supported by local shops. It is also easily accessible including from 
the train station and bus stops. The site is also ideal for other uses, VEC voting, relief centres during all 
emergencies and provides a location on the east side of town if we're split by floods. Easier to justify its 
positioning if it serves alternative purposes for the community. 
Because of it goes to Churchill it will get rid of little aths and soccer. 
Site is large enough for a synthetic hockey field, current hockey field is non playable for teams to come 
and compete. 
Ackerly ave is not abig enough site. 
The Barkly St site has little to no risk of flooding, and has the space to accommodate parking facilities 
required. It is also close to the CBD which will be convenient for people traveling to the site from other 
towns. Also, as it stands now, the Barkly St site is a disgrace. It is a haven for snakes and vermin, and a 
n attractive option for those who seek to engage in antisocial behavior. 
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Churchill Recreation Reserve – Waller Street, Benalla Site  
Survey Comments:  
potential for growth 
I believe this site has the potential to house this development along with developing what is already 
there. 
Convenience 
The experts believe it is the best option. I also think it would be great for the west side of town to have it. 
Encourage other development in the area. 
All sporting areas are together 
Because there is existing sporting facilities at Churchill Reserve.  It makes sense to group them together. 
It’s already close to other sporting areas for families that have kids doing different sports in different 
locations 
Best facilities for the West of Benalla. 
Relatively central to Benalla, family area, near most of the school campuses so good opportunity for 
shared site 
This appears to be the most favorable location. 
Already council owned. Plenty of room.  
Not flood prone. 
Churchill needs the development. I am concerned that there is no alternative location for athletics during 
construction. 
The ability to have a 'sports precinct' that all user can access would be great for the town. 
So the stadium would incorporate other sporting bodies and perhaps update there facilities and would not 
be in a flood zone! 
Churchill Reserve already services a number of community sporting groups and the development will 
have minimal impact on the organised sport that runs in our community. 
Keeps it on the same side of the lake 
Development ease. 
Closer to users 
Assuming the soil isn’t contaminated and it’s suitable for building, it’s a central location with scope for it to 
become a real sporting precinct. 
None of the sites are perfect.  
Churchill would hugely impact that big grassed and close residential area and wouldn’t have enough 
parking for a big tournament. Historical considerations at Barkly. Is it owned by the Dept of Education?? 
If it was only the oval area that would be a possibility.  
Is there another area that used to belong to Benalla East - an oval nearby to the Avon Campus? 
Room for later expansion,good access for contractors and community. Colocation with existing sporting 
and rec facilities 
The Churchill Reserve site is in an area which is currently growing residentially and therefore can act as 
an attraction to continue to expand that area of Benalla. The site was well established as a sporting area, 
however has become less popular. I believe with the new sporting facilities, this site can return to its 
original use. 
Plenty of parking and open space 
Very open space and would be a great place to accommodate more than 1 sport etc 
•Large site with plenty of potential to expand and develop further, add parking etc.  
•Convenient location close to schools, making it easier for parents to get children to after school 
activities.  
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Churchill Recreation Reserve – Waller Street, Benalla Site  
Survey Comments:  
•Excellent opportunity for current sporting groups using the reserve.  
•Out of the hustle and bustle of the main part town making it easy to find a park.  
•Excellent for current home owners in the area 
Churchill should be the home of netball and basketball! 
Location… amenities already using this site 
Because it doesn’t get flooded 
It incorporates other outside sports making it a central location for Benalla community 
Less likely to flood 
I think you’re able to build the desired complex and it works well with the netball and hockey club being 
there. 
It’s much more open and would be and essentially a greenfield site. 
Barkly street is a total disgrace and it would be incomprehensible to build a fantastic new facility only to 
be surrounded by the dilapidation of the existing college buildings. 
Ackerly avenue would be too constrained. Tennis club to the west, football club rooms to north, you’d 
have size issues. 
Lots of room, no flooding. 
I chose chirchhill - Opportunity to build a sporting precinctwith already exisiting sporting clubs. 
Multipurpose  
Barkly street would be good too due to the space available, however there would need to be 
consideration how to get the most out of this opportunity for the community. What would it be linked to? 
Churchill reserve needs the most attention out of the three. 
It's close to the majority of the schools so it's convenient. It would also be easily accessible should 
Ackerly St get flooded again. 
Makes sense. The whole site could do with a master plan and redesign 
Churchill Reserve is a clear site with no requirement to clear existing infrastructure. It is currently used for 
recreation purposes. 
I live close to Churchill & the specifications note this as the best site all round. 
As it is already a sporting hub location and will have minimal impact, current building demolition not 
required. 
It’s close to my house and I think the space is not used to its full potential 
Feel that it is most suited as near multiple schools 
Plenty of room for parking and netball courts are already there. 
Because it has the space,isn't used to its full potential 
Because churchill reserve is not in a flood zone! Would be nice to see the other side of town get 
developed. 
Great open space for new layout .  
Little costs in knocking down old buildings meaning more money spent on the actual facilities . Away 
from flood waters , creating less risk on money needed for repairs such as flood damage . 
Least possible to flood and already has other sporting facilities there not as busy as ackerly ave 
Good space easy access less likely to flood 
Churchill reserve is already a sporting hub and less likely to flood. 
Churchill reserve is already an established sporting area accessible to the whole community. This would 
open up the opportunity to create an updated sporting area for multiple sports to access with up to date 
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Churchill Recreation Reserve – Waller Street, Benalla Site  
Survey Comments:  
facilities. My only concern would be its placement and ensuring that the other fields - netball, hockey and 
athletics are also updated and truly useable by the community. 
 - Largest of the 3 sites.  
- Adequate space for venue & onsite parking 
- Council already own the site 
- Not flood prone 
This site makes sense as it is council owned, a larger footprint, would integrate existing users into the 
completed project and seems to be the less disruptive site from a construction perspective.  
Would be good to see the entire site utilised for community sport and recreation, not partial as it is today. 
The SW area of town is growing rapidly so this site would be a wise choice for the BRCC. 
Churchill reserve will enable you to use the out side area aswell. I’d rather see it used for events rather 
than peoples dogs on it. People who chose  to have dogs It is their responsibility to look after them, not 
the councils to find them places to walk and run them. Also no so busy with traffick. 
This location offers many sporting opportunities and more developmental prospects for the future. The 
current site floods continuously. I think Churchill is already a well used spot for sporting groups from all 
around the area. 
Best multi use site for all and also is safe from flooding 
Churchill Has the space and doesn’t regularly flood. Also at Churchill further development to existing 
facilities would complement the reserve and make it more of a sporting precinct. It also has the space for 
parking. 
Central location with other sporting facilities and the current vacant location 
Would be a great facility to lift the amenity of Benalla West. 
Close to a local primary school and very popular small independent supermarket and other sports 
groups. 
If it could easily transfer to a suitably equipped emergency staging post to accommodate people of the 
West in any catastrophic incident would be an excellent needed resource too. 
It is more accessible to all areas of the community. It's much easier to get to. 
I think the redevelopment of Churchill Reserve would be good for the community, as long as it includes 
an upgrade of all amenities and user groups. Churchill could be a central sporting venue, but it must 
include money spent on the netball courts, hockey field and athletics track 
Already the home of Benalla Rovers and other sporting groups. 
No flood risk, good parking, less buildings to mess with. 
Its not in a designated flood area, also it would cause the least disruption during construction. 
It is out of the flood zone and in the future it could possibly be developed to something similar to Bar 
reserve in Wangaratta. 
Space 
Opportunity to include all sports at the site - netball and hockey and athletics  
Big picture for the community to include the above 
Future planning for the community 
It is clear that Churchill is the obvious choice, however saying that, something needs to be done with the 
eyesore of Barkley street. 
Convenient location with further opportunity to develop. Fantastic for residents of surrounding area. 
Benefit to existing sporting groups. 
Is already in a sporting precinct and a secure area if in need of evacuation 
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Churchill Recreation Reserve – Waller Street, Benalla Site  
Survey Comments:  
From the information provided it seems the most logical. Also definitely want the option to extend to 4 
courts in the future. 
Large open space for development, good access, site already owned by Council. 
The area is safer, with less traffic and slower speed limits than the other sites. This makes it safer 
especially for children. It is also not an area that is prone to flooding. Barkley Street is not ideal due to its 
location. It is not a central spot to travel. Church hill is walking distance from both FCJ college and P-12 
College. 
I believe the best value for the funding would be at Churchill based upon the tenders evaluation of each 
of the three sites. Ackerly has limited space and Barkly would be a nightmare of red tape, heritage listing, 
aged buildings and problems that may arise. Churchill is essentially a blank canvas that has a lot of 
potential. 
Churchill Reserve is an established and valued sporting facility. There is an opportunity to look at the 
area as a sporting precinct rather than just a single building. The project should take in the broader 
precinct and look at opportunities to complement other existing and new sporting and community 
opportunities. 
There is already 2 recreation sites in the eastern segment of the town. Another facility located on the 
west of the town would be more accessible for the residents on that side. Aswell as this the development 
of infrastructure in a relatively neglected sports precinct would benefit the many sports that use that use 
the facility and the many residents who could us the site for recreation. 
Plenty of parking. Less traffic congestion in the main street. Plenty of open space 
I just know how much the stadium is used for indoor netball and netball squad training. So it would make 
sense. 
A sporting hub at Churchill reserve would be great for the town. However this project needs to include 
upgrades to the current sporting clubs e.g. new netball courts, athletics track upgrade, hockey field 
replacement. There would also need to be work to surrounding streets, such as sealing Bond Street, 
creating parking etc 
Good area. central to many sporting clubs. good spot for a reserve 
Doesn’t flood, 
Much more space & has a supermarket across the road 
Space, multipurpose recreation centre is smart for the town 
More area for various sporting codes, more parking availability, out of the flood zone 
Proximity 
Less flood prone. Fit in nicely with existing surroundings. Family entertainment complex with existing 
facilities such as "leash free" dog park, netball etc. 
Best use of current resources and infrastructure.  Good parking and keeps lots of sports together and 
share toilets and other buildings. Away from main roads so safer for users. 
i think the Churchill site is perfect for development with the least amount of time and expense needed to 
get the site ready for development, leaving more of the budget to put into the actual facilities. Churchill 
reserve is a vast area compared to the other two sites and as such would create no noise or 
inconvenience problems for residents. 
Already expanding on current sports site. From what information I can see, low risk of flooding since 
that's become a major issue for current site. 
Not in the flood zone. Closer to other sporting clubs and less dangerous intersections around 
Excellent site 
Easily accessed by buses 
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Churchill Recreation Reserve – Waller Street, Benalla Site  
Survey Comments:  
Very close to a school 
Located in a major residential area 
Very central to 'community'  
Families can easily walk to this site from their homes, increasing the likelihood of greater participation by 
young people in a range of healthy activities =better physical and mental health 
Minimal disruption during build 
Architects' findings favour Churchill 
Accessibility, already known as a sports/recreational precinct in Benalla 
Churchill Reserve is very well located for families/ young people/ adults who may not have ever involved 
themselves in clubs/sporting groups.  There is a shop located nearby, the dog park, quiet streets 
surrounding.   
 
Barkley is my next vote, parking is good, but not as ideal as Churchhill. 
Minimal disruption during construction hopefully. 
In the heart of a residential area where a large group of people can easily access. 
Value adding to what already exists in this area. 
Access to shop/supermarket (if required). 
Should be plenty of room for parking (cars) and bus access. 
Because it does not flood .And there will be more room for people to park there cars 
I think we need to combine sporting facilities and have a multi sport facility at Churchill Reserve.  The 
Ackerly avenue site is not suitable due to floods and seems silly to create a new precinct at Barkly street.  
I think there is a possibility to combine the netball facility better at Churchill and use some of the outdoor 
court space, instead of impacting Little Aths space as much. 
It seems to be a good fit with existing sports clubs on site. Potential for development of Netball and 
Hockey sites too.  
Could be a small sporting hub. 
This is an opportunity for Benalla to have a sports hub. All sporting groups using this area would benefit 
being able to use “shared facilities eg change rooms, toilets, canteen. This area does not flood. 
Accessibility, efficiency, capacity 
I think it is a better site, as it is bigger than the current site and it is also closer to more homes and the 
city centre 
I think Churchill would be a great location my only concern is taking away the current little athletics track 
if it was to be improved I'd highly reccommend 
Church Hill doesn't flood. flexi learning wants to use Barkley St to expand their school witch is currently in 
the adjoining building so they can offer better learning options to vonrablue children that is desperately 
needed in our community why take that option away. we should be supporting flex to do everything we 
can for these children because improving their outcomes improves our community 
It will provide upgraded facilities for a wide range of users already at Churchill and I’m sick of being 
locked out of the basketball stadium due to flooding 
There are no squash courts on the Ackerly Ave Brand examples, seems to be more options for layout 
and addition of 4th basketball court at Churchill.  Makes sense to additional purpose of evacuation area. 
Best spot, big size 
best spot, good size 
Because it includes 6 squash courts as I am a member of the Benalla Squash Club and this would be a 
great place to haver the new courts. 
I want to see new squash courts in the town please 
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Churchill Recreation Reserve – Waller Street, Benalla Site  
Survey Comments:  
Already zoned for this kind of use and plenty of outdoor space left for outdoor activities when the center 
is built. Unlikely to get flooded, and a great gathering area for natural disasters. 
no brainer - best location 
I believe there is significant potential to construct the new stadium on the North East corner of Churchill 
Reserve absorbing the 2 most northerly under utilised  Netball Courts adjacent to Bond Street. The 
mainly rectangular building could extend westerly by approx 80m from the adjoining private property 
fence in the North East corner onto the existing under utilised grass Soccer training pitch. 
There's more space for all the community sports clubs in town that require a space to play, like the 
Squash club who will lose their courts to redevelopment. 
Churchill is better located for access to families without their own transport. It will mean that Ackerly can 
continue to be used while the new site is under construction. 
Because it is close to most of the schools. It's a level site with plenty of room for parking. 
Out of all these unsuitable sites, Churchill Reserve would be the best, provided that it was taken into 
account that this site was previously a deep brick pit and a tip, and there may be soil stability issues for 
foundations. 
All been in one hub makes the use of this space/ facility more accessible for all sporting groups and 
infrastructure around will be multipurpose. 
Can't be in the same spot again 
I think with all the new housing developments around the area it would be a good choice Also its out of 
the way a bit not to close to the centre of the town which gets busy enough 
Churchill reserve could / should be turned into a state of the art sporting facility. 
The site is in the perfect area to make a sporting Mecca, plenty of space for hosting large sporting 
tournaments. 
There seems to be the most room at this site for expansion and to fit the squash courts in which is 
important to me. I also like the dual functionality of it being an emergency gathering area. 
I would also like it if there was minimal / no tree removal to fit the building(s).  
The susceptibility to flooding at Ackerly Avenue and that it cannot be used as an emergency gathering 
place = unsuitable. 
Churchill reserve is already host to little athletics, hockey and netball. There is ample  open space and 
plenty of area for parking,  and keep our sporting precinct in one area without the nightmare traffic 
congestion of the Barkly St site and without the red tape of Barkly St. 
The current site is floodprone, Churchill is the logical option 
Flood risk only. 
Above flood level 
Location and best proposal 
Plenty of room.  Lots of flexibility to choose layout rather than having to work with existing site. 
Link in with existing facilities, parking, green spaces 
This site is not a flood zone and has more modern drainage infrastructure 
Ackerly Avenue is on a flood area and is on the cbd truck bypass route. 
Would be great to see new facilities in a new place 
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Current Benalla Indoor Recreation Centre – Ackerly Avenue, Benalla Site  
Survey Comments:  
Process of elimination equals Ackerly Avenue.  
The history of Barkly street should be preserved.  
Churchill is fit for purpose as is.  
Ideally, use Barkly street and keep historical facade, but that wasn’t an option. 
Seems to make sense to re-do the existing building 
What would you do with the current site? Why move when there is clearly a fine building and location. 
Use the friendlies oval multiple times per week. People who maintain the building work very hard with 
what they have, they’re outdated and are most definitely in need of a freshen up. 
Post rain events the ovals drainage is one of the worst I’ve seen personally, would be great to see a 
small struggling local football/netball club who have very rich history in our community receive some help. 
Great central location and plenty of history there! 
To redevelop the existing site is the most sustainable 
This is as per the promise made by local government. 
love where it is 
barkly is nice  
churchill isn’t good 
Convenience 
Leave it where it is or another building g will be left empty 
Great location, plenty of parking and the promised new all blacks netball courts are important to the 
community 
Fantastic site central to all facilities and very well known to all users and only needs netball and football 
players facilities upgraded. Club rooms already a fantastic set up 
Familiar with site, child uses site often. 
I’ve played for panthers for nearly 20 years and this has been in the plan for most of that time! And now 
you might change locations! We have missed out on grant upgrades for our netball courts because this 
was always the plan! Be disappointed if we miss out! It’s the best place to develop as a few sporting 
clubs benefit from this. Please, the club needs two courts to keep moving forward 
Needs it the most 
I am associated with the All Blacks football and netball club and the facilities there have been poor for a 
very long time.  
very hard to attract people to the club when the facilities are so outdated - only 1 netball court ( most 
clubs now have 2 minimum so all levels can train together creating a better culture and atmosphere. Also 
the football facilities need a huge overhaul - lights, water etc 
established sports facility. with multiple clubs involved, from junior football, netball and basketball, all the 
way to men's and women's adult teams. 
Because it's in desperate need of an upgrade especially the netball courts as it is outdated 
On the edge of town it will be appealing to the eye for people coming in or just passing through. It has 
potential to be a fabulous precinct for sports in our town! 
Cost less, why change, and I think the Barkly site needs a better redevelopment plan than just a 
recreational location 
Ackerly avenue ensures another site isn’t left to waste away! It benefits Benalla All Blacks who 
desperately need updated facilities. If built at Churchill it would destroy athletics facilities, park land and 
playground for surrounding neighbourhoods. 
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Current Benalla Indoor Recreation Centre – Ackerly Avenue, Benalla Site  
Survey Comments:  
Benalla all blacks Football and Netball Club deserve the courts they were promised!  waiting years for 
this to finally go ahead the club has missed out on many opportunities to have upgrades done around the 
club, Their current court is becoming unsafe in the rain and they have to share 1 very small change room 
with other clubs as well as trying to fit 5 teams onto 1 court on a training night! 
This site is already dedicated as a sporting precinct. The new facility can be built above the flood levels 
to resolve flood mitigation issues. Akerley Avenue site will not impact on any residential premises! It is a 
central site to both East & West Benalla so no residents are disadvantaged. Totally opposed to the 
Churchill site as this greenspace is critical to Benalla West residents! 
Because it was the original proposed site for it to be upgraded and keep the commitment for new netball 
courts for the Benalla All Blacks Football Netball Club 
Perfect location next to the Panthers football club! This will make for one of the best sporting complex’s in 
the area! 
Most things already there. Barkly has heritage listing for some reason and more expensive to work 
around. 
After viewing the information and weighing up all the pros and cons of each site I feel Ackerly Avenue is 
the best site. 
I believe the current site is the most practicable site. 
This will benefit a multitude of clubs and sports, uniting sport in general in benalla in 1 location 
Ackerly Ave site has the least residential impact. 
Make sense to revamp the current location instead of disrupting a new site. I’m not in favour of having 
the centre in a residential area due to the disruption to traffic, parking and noise. I opted to live a quiet 
part of town and this will change the dynamic of my suburb 
Barkley street area is not suitable due to proximity to residential areas, and car parking is insufficient 
Barkly street should have been given to the useless private school that has taken over 'our community' 
BPACC area and causing nothing but anxiety and stress to ALL the aged care residents (in not just one 
but TWO facilities) that have resided there for decades, it's a damn disgrace treating our elderly like that, 
whoever decided that should be ashamed of themselves!! 
Site already allocated for this purpose 
The others are stupid sites. Please fix town roads and drainage in town. 
The upgrade will only enhance what is already available at that space for basketball, netball, football & 
tennis. A lot of the community use these facilities and putting the upgrade there on that site will bring the 
facilities up to standard of many other clubs/towns. 
The current site works has parking  m 
Access to lake walk  to art gallery shops etc green area  close to tennis courts  O football oval crochet . 
Short walk too if travelling by train. 
Least disruptive to residents and it’s not in a residential area. This site is already fit for purpose. 
Least impactful on visual amenity and green space availability. Least disruptive to Benalla residents 
Churchill reserve development would reduce available green space and negatively impact house prices. 
I think the original site is the best option for the building, the infrastructure is already there, more cost 
affective and far less disruption. The other sites have been used for many other activities and I think to 
put a big building in the middle of the space at Church Hill Reserve which will in time be used again for 
open ball sports would be a very sad option. Please keep these open areas 
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Current Benalla Indoor Recreation Centre – Ackerly Avenue, Benalla Site  
Survey Comments:  
There is already infrastructure in place at the Friendlies Precinct site to add to. Other sports are currently 
being played there meaning that when the facility is improved, there will be opportunity for 'cross 
pollination' of players to other sports. There is already a MasterPlan for the Friendlies, so the public know 
what is going to be included & that process would not have to be repeated. 
That's where I like it 
Keep it where it is. Build a levee that will protect it from flooding or build it up higher. Would cost less 
money and people are already used to it being there. It’s a sporting area where it is with the football club 
and tennis courts. Makes sense to keep it all together. 
Using current site will cause the least disturbance during both construction and use 
Low disruption to residents during construction phase. Central location for access and use when 
construction is completed. Makes sense site be reused for the same purpose. 
I believe if this site is not chosen Benalla All Blacks Netball Football Club will be greatly disadvantaged 
due to aging facilities. The club has not applied for grants that they would have been entitled to due to 
being told the new works would be carried out at this site 
Location, accessibility, as well as it is already is desperate need for renovations already strong sporting 
history at the location for Benalla also 
I love the old stadium 
As it is in a good spot where it is now and a lot of other sporting clubs would benefit from it been there 
All the other sporting clubs will get more out of it been there 
We have been promised an upgrade to the existing site for years and years and years and as yet nothing 
has ever been done.  Please don't let down the All Blacks girls down yet again. 
Plans already available for this site. New home for squash 
Existing infrastructure setup and ready to go. Let other sports be able to develop push them out of being 
able to progressivly develop in this community. There are sports out there getting next to non hrlp from 
thiscouncil who had no coordination to include otherr organisations. 
There is already a building there that can be renovated and/or extended to add additional local sports, 
including use by smaller clubs. 
Archery is an international sport and members can compete in national and international events using 
their local club membership. With the right facilities available, Benalla could potentially host national or 
international Archery competitions. 
existing facilities 
I know it will cost money to build but what should be done to ensure that moneys are used to better our 
future sports facilities. What would happen to current site if one of the other sites were chosen? Would 
the building be destroyed? Why not fit it out correctly Sams well as future proof it 
Its location 
There is no reason to move it. Build it to flood specifications. 
It is the existing sports hub. 
What happens when the facility is no longer being used? Does it become another derelict building in 
Benalla?In regards to Disaster Relief Centres, the existing facilities at Barkly Street and Churchill/Bond 
Street can currently cater for both sides of town in the event of a flood. 
To further develope the existing complex 
the site is already a sports precent and while there is some issues with flooding I can't see that they 
cannot be overcome. If no built here there is an issue that the site would become under utilised. The $s 
already committed could lead to the redevelopment of the whole area including the Tennis Courts 
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Current Benalla Indoor Recreation Centre – Ackerly Avenue, Benalla Site  
Survey Comments:  
Keeping all the sports facilities together in the same precinct would be ideal and enhance the present 
areas such as the tennis club and Allblacks football ground 
Our family have been on committees & participated in all facilities over the past 42yrs. 
Important that max # sporting clubs use new shared facilities. Lawn tennis & All Blacks to be included in 
development plans, not left behind especially if final site chosen is not Ackerly Ave. Leaves Barkly St to 
be developed separately for modern sustainable housing incorporating natural & gardening spaces. 
To keep the council accountable. It would be irresponsible to say that the current facility isn't working and 
then just leave it there to be derelict. Building elsewhere where no demolition is necessary is easier but 
environmentally irresponsible. 
The Ackerly Avenue area is aesthetically much more pleasant and provides a natural outlook conducive 
to a more relaxing environment. 
Easily identifiable and accessible for visitors. 
Less impact on surrounding residents regarding noise levels and vehicular traffic. Safer. 
I am not convinced that sporting groups at Churchill Reserve are not being compromised. The Churchill 
option appears to disregard the Little Athletics facilities - it is the only athletic facility in Benalla used also 
by schools. What will happen to the current stadium - will it become a white elephant if a new one is built 
at Churchill Reserve? Ackerly Ave does not impact on residential areas. 
Ackerly Ave is central to the town and the best site. It could be built on stilts to add extra parking and 
avoid future flooding. It has easy access for people coming from other towns due to its location and 
familiarity and it's close to other sporting venues. Churchill Reserve site was once a tip so the cost for 
suitable foundations could be extremely costly and less parking space available. 
Isolated from residential areas. Keeps a lot of sporting and recreational activities in the same area. I have 
concerns about the impact for current users of Churchill Reserve. A lot of schools for example, use the 
site for their athletics. 
All the time, effort and planning for the redevelopment of BIRC was done on the premise that Ackerly Ave 
was the site. 
churchill is the only green space for benalla west residents and it is an old tip site  keep  it as green 
space.                           ackerly av  site stops the fragmentation of rec facilities in benalla but a rec study 
is required to address site issues. 
Better parking not near people’s houses 
We have had issues from noise at the current site sometimes late into the night.Barkley St is deep in 
residential areas and if the sports complex was there O would be one of the first to have an issue with 
the noise. 
It's easy for me to walk to 
Current site is away from residential areas and is within a sports precinct.  
The potential of flood risk could be eliminated by designing the building in an appropriate manner. 
The current site is near main roads within town reducing the impact on small residential streets.  
This site does not impact on the valuable green spaces that are Churchill Reserve and Barkly St. 
It is Central to most people 
There is already great sport facilities there 
Churchill is too exclusively West.  
Barkly Street is great but what happens to the old school.  It needs lots of work now. 
Because it would be very sad to see the current stadium just left to rot away! Could build new stadium 
above floor level. Also will benefit Benalla all blacks!  
I would hate to see Churchill used as it is the only green space area for the houses around. 
Great location. Central to cbd and already a football ground present 
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Current Benalla Indoor Recreation Centre – Ackerly Avenue, Benalla Site  
Survey Comments:  
There are many sport and recreational users and groups that currently use the Ackerly Avenue site that 
would benefit from this development. If not there I am afraid that their facilities will be once again left 
behind. 
great parking facillities, central location for kids that dont have transport and a great all rouund venue. 
Seems like a good idea with the space available and facilities nearby 
All the promises are kept 
Because it is a good location.  It makes sense to have a basketball stadium there. 
Best site for it and all blacks football club as well 

 


